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STATEMENT OF APPRECIATION
On behalf Rainbow House Of Hope management, staff, members, direct and indirect
beneficiaries, we wish to greatly thank all members who attended the association meeting in
the abnormal way due to covid-19 challenges. We also want to thank Almighty God for his
protection over you all during this Covid-19 pandemic. We are so much excited to hear that you
are all healthy and strong.
Your positive meeting feedback motivates and keeps us focused and working daily. Without
your extra-ordinary, selfless commitment and financial support we wouldn’t have registered
the results we have achieved now.
Once again thank you much for the continuous commitment to our vision and mission through
the moral and financial support.
Michael and Team

GROUND LEVELING OF AND CONSTRUCTING OF TERRACES
Having completed successful the first phase of Maya shifting works, the organization is
continuing to make ground leveling of terraces. The leveling of and constructing of terraces is
to preventing running water from washing away the soil hence causing soil erosion.
Secondly the work is also to beautify the place and also make accessibility of the area easy
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IMPACT STORY CORNER
SUCCESS TESTIMONY
Three years back young lady shy and timid but determined to be professional fashion designer
approached Rainbow House Of Hope for an opportunity to learn a skill in tailoring. As a school
dropout this young lady Kakiye Aidha now aged 25 years was very much convinced that this
was the only way for her to achieve her dream.
Aidha was indeed enrolled at rainbow to learn tailoring skills. After completing her course and
attaining a recognized certificate from Directorate of Industrial Training by the Ministry of
Education and Sports, Aidha embarked on her journey of economical survival in the market
world.
Aidha was employed by somebody to make clothes and she was paid 2 euros daily. This was
not the best option for her but she choose to work as she plots for her own business through
saving her earnings.
Indeed that goal worked out for Aidha after one year of working for somebody, she saved
money and acquired her own sewing machine. With sewing machine at hand, Aidha
aggressively approached the market place and managed to survive despite all the challenges
she faced.
Currently Aidha together with two friends have managed to rent a sizeable working space in the
busiest business center in the city. Aidha’s goal is to increase on her fashion style displays, right
now she has four fashion style displays but she is working hard to increase this.
Through this work, Aidha can fend for her son and meet other basic needs in her family.
Aidha’s story is a story of sustainable impact and testimony of how skills development is great
catalyze of economic empowerment.

Aidha at her working site
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STORY OF HOPE
My name is Kafuluma Marvin, a proud member of rainbow house of hope Uganda. I joined RHU
in 2012 after my P7. I seemed to be hopeless but when I joined RHU. Life became better; my life
started changing positively where I met new friends and the new interactive environment in
RHU.
While at rainbow, I have learnt a lot of things ‘besides academics. I have learnt how to play
band music, carpentry, tailoring, art and design, football, bandminton and volleyball.
In my academics, RHU has supported me from senior two up to university where now am doing
a diploma in pharmacy. And hoping to graduate in next year 2022. After this course, I hope to
help my fellow children in RHU. In financial support, health support, talent.
I thank the association for the continuous financial support given to Rainbow that through that
support I got a great opportunity to pursue my career.
Mr Joscha & Mr Jonnass for your endless support.
THANK YOU SO MUCH.
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